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INTRODUCTION 
 
It is already for the second time that the Society for Humanitarian Research prepares a report on the development of 
the third sector. In our  last report we gave more places to the statistical information concerning the development of 
the third sector. Taking account this dynamics, we gave advantage mostly to the cooperation problems of NGOs, 
legislation and to the problems concerning the governmental relations. During the preparation of the report we have 
been faced with the shortage of the analytic information  about NGOs and it showed itself during all the preparation 
process. We are glad to express our gratitude to the NRTC, NGO forum, Human Rights Resource Center, and to other 
NGOs for their help giving in preparation of this Report. Although we addressed several times to the Ministry of 
Justice for the help in compiling information about the NGOs acting in Azerbaijan, we couldn’t get any answer.  
This report embraces the development of NGOs of 2000. In the report there was used information from the 
publications of NGOs, newspaper materials abut them, press releases of NGOs and from booklets about their 
activities and from Internet sites about NGOs. 
 

THE LEGISLATIVE DEEDS REGULATING THE THIRD SECTOR IN AZERBAIJAN 
 
 There exist the certain documents regulating the development of the third sector in the Azerbaijan Republic and its 
relations with governmental structures, which form the legislative base. Those statements are regulated by the main 
law of the country – the Constitution of the Azerbaijan Republic which was adopted on the November12, 1995 and 
by the legislative acts coming from the Constitution. Generally, when we say the legislative base we may give the 
following documents as an example: 
 The Constitution of the Azerbaijan Republic (12 November, 1995) 
 The Law of the Azerbaijan Republic “About the Non –governmental organizations(the social communities and 

funds)” (13 June, 2000 
 The Law of The Azerbaijan Republic “About the registration of  juridical individuals”(February, 1996) 
 The tax code of the Azerbaijan Republic (2000) 
 The Law of the Azerbaijan Republic “About the Grant” (1999) 
The Law of the Azerbaijan Republic “About the non- governmental organizations (social communities and funds)” 
which form the legislative base concerning the NGOs and regulating their activity has been adopted on June 13, 
2000.Altough this law is more perfect than the law adopted in 1992, some matters concerning the requirements in 
formation the relations of the NGOs with the governmental structures are more strict in compare with the old law. 
The NGOs have not participated in the discussion process of the law and they have joined just after sending it to the 
second reading. 
 
After the consideration of the discussion in Parliament the non-governmental organizations and the NGO forum had 
got into contact with the leaders of the Parliament and had brought to their notice the great wish of their active 
participation in the discussions. It was, when the law had already been discussed in the first reading and had been 
preparing for the second reading. At the beginning of the year in Zagulba Tourist Center there was held a meeting for 
the discussion of the law. Besides the representatives of nearly 150 NGOs there were participated the leader of the 
social-political department of the President Apparat, the chairman of the social –political commission of Parliament 
in the meeting. The representatives of NGOs had divided into the working groups and had discussed different fields. 
After that, in next meeting of NGOs and Parliament commission leaders in the Hotel Europe and in the meeting of 
MoP the law was again discussed. 
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The law was adopted as a result of the campaign held by the local NGOs, and some changing proposed by NGO were 
taken into consideration. But, in general these changes have not reflected the problems troubling the NGOs, the law 
generally was adopted not taking into consideration the requirements which could help the development of the third 
sector in Azerbaijan. 
 
During the discussion of the new law the expert group of the European Council had pointed out the insufficiency of 
some points and had given their remarks and suggestions on this matter to the leaders of the Parliament. The president 
has signed the law only after 5 months later that it was adopted by Parliament. At the same time the department of 
law and legislation of the office of the President suppose. 
 
The remarks given by NGOs mainly concerned to the registration problem. They wanted them to be more fair, 
transparent and attainable for the NGOs, not debar the NGOs from the events of political importance in the country 
and etc.  
 
The 2.4 chapter of the second article states that: 
Non-governmental organizations (except for non-governmental organizations that receive grants or other types of 
financing from foreign individuals and legal entities as well as from Azeri legal entities with more than 30% foreign 
share in their charter capital) may observe presidential, parliamentary and municipal elections in accordance with 
the legislation of the Azerbaijan Republic.  
 
But, during the parliamentary elections of 2000 the non- governmental organizations in Azerbaijan had been deprived 
of the right to observe the elections on the basis of this article. If we pay attention, that the financial budget of NGOs 
mainly consists of the grants given by foreign donors and as the state and domestic donors don’t finance the activities 
of NGOs, then this article was a step just to the removing the NGOs from the election processes in the country.   
   
In the law of the Azerbaijan Republic “About the registration of the legal entities ” although the concrete period of 
the registration procedure is shown in the article where the consideration process of the applications of juridical 
persons is mentioned, this period lasts for months 
 
The another problem had come to the surface after the adoption of the law. So, the 7 chapter, the 32 article of final 
theses states that: “The non-governmental organizations registered before this law’s coming into force must be 
entered to the state roll of legal entities by the appropriate Executive Power organs”. On the basis of the requirements 
of the law “About the state Register ”, which has passed after the second reading by the parliament in 2001, the state 
roll is considered to be equal to the state registration and after the adoption of this law all organizations must be 
registered according to the new law. And according to the terms of new law on the basis of the third side’s complaint 
letter any NGO ‘s activity may be stopped. 
 
 Generally, when looking through the legislation base concerning to NGOs we must point out that the legislative 

base has formed a condition to the: 
 interference to the activities of NGOs 
 putting a limit to the activities of NGOs by the governmental structures, 
 to the uncertainty of the registration process and to carrying of no amenability in the case when the state organ 

refuses the registration 
 to the removing the NGOs from the main components of civic society- the election processes. 
 
Generally, although during the adoption of the legislative acts the development of NGOs was ensured and some of 
their suggestions were accepted, the adoption of the law “About the NGOs” could not influence on the resolution of 
the problems standing before the third sector. There were 50 suggestions given by public organizations from those 2 
and 3 were accepted and even not more important ones. Although during the adoption process the experts of 
European Council had expressed their views on it and have given own suggestions and advice’s, but these ones also 
were not taken into consideration. 
 

THE CREATION AND REGISTRATION PROBLEMS OF NGOS 
 
If we look through the development history of NGOs we’ll see that it is not very far. So still before the Azerbaijan 
Republic has gained its sovereignty there existed social communities especially creative centers, women communities 
and youth organizations. The most of the public organizations in Soviet Azerbaijan were founded by the government 
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and they had not got possibility to take active part in the formation of civic society. The public organizations which 
could answer the world standards were formed after when the Republic has gained its sovereignty. At the first 
beginning besides the absence of the legislative base, the indifferent attitude of the governmental structures also had 
formed obstacle in the formation of such organizations. The law regulating the activity of public organizations in our 
Republic was adopted in 1992.  At the same time, beginning from 1994, besides the extension of relations of public 
organizations with the international organizations and institutions, their financial and information base also began to 
be formed. In those years thereto laid down the foundation of NGOs in participating in international meetings and in 
partner seeking. At the same time as the funds supporting the activities of public organizations began to open their 
offices in Azerbaijan and as some of them added Azerbaijan to their sphere of interests also affected to the 
development of the third sector.  
 
The number of non-governmental organizations acting in Azerbaijan has reached 2500. As to the information given 
by the Ministry of Justice the officially registered organizations is 1400. 
 
There were not noticed important changes in the activity spheres of NGOs this year. The activity was observed in the 
formation of NGOs dealing with ecological problems. In the report of the Society for Humanitarian Research there 
were reflected mainly the NGOs dealing with humanitarian problems which the amount reached to more than 500.In 
the information bulletins introduced by ISAR after the NGOs dealing with the humanitarian problems those ones 
dealing with the ecological problems stand on the second place. One of the main reasons for that was that ISAR 
preferred to finance the projects(programs) on the ecology.  
 
According to the information given by the Ministry of Justice the number of the organizations registered in 2000 is 
nearly 100. In recent years in Azerbaijan there is a great desire among people to participate in the non-governmental 
organizations. 46 of the 347 organizations registered at the UNDP NGO Resource and Training Center are the 
organizations founded in 2000 and 25 of them has been registered just this year in the Ministry of Justice. 
 
24 of the 262 organizations which are the member of the NGO forum have been registered in 2000. At the present 
123 organizations’ documents which are the member of the forum are still in the Ministry of Justice for registration 
and for different reasons they have not been registered until to day.  
 
But notwithstanding with it during the membership process of the Azerbaijan to the European Council some NGOs 
have been registered which their registration was delayed by the Ministry of Justice for a long time, they either did 
not receive the documents or refused to register them. The registration of those organizations was succeeded only 
after the meeting of the speaker of European Council on Azerbaijan with the representatives of the Ministry of 
Justice. The most of those organizations were founded in different times and couldn’t succeed the registration. As for 
example, Human Rights Center- was founded in 1993 and was registered just in the December of 1999.  
Azerbaijan Committee for Democracy and Human Rights was founded in 1994; 
The Trade Union of Journalists – was founded in 1998; 
The Society for Humanitarian Research – was founded in 1997; 
The Azerbaijan National Committee of Helsinki Citizen Assembly – was founded in 1992 and others. 
 
 

THE ATTITUDE OF GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURES TO THE NGOS. 
 
The governmental organ regulating the relations of the NGOs with the governmental structures are the registration  
office of the Ministry of Justice and the Department of the President Office on the work with social-political 
organizations. In 1996 on the basis of the joint project of the social- political department of the president office 
together with the UNDP there was created the training and resource center for the NGOs and there was intended to 
render financial and technical assistance to the NGOs with the help of this center. The resource Center had done a 
great works till to day concerning the registration of the NGOs and twice a year they hold (carry out) a grant project. 
In the collegial meetings of the Ministry of Justice in different periods there have been made decisions on 
abolishment of some organizations which have   disordered the charter.         
 
The examples to the decisions: 
The society of “ Martyr Brothers ‘ instead of humanitarian activity mentioned in their charter has made its main 
objectives the disturbance of  social-political stability and struggle to seize power. 
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The Society of Garabagh Invalids – the organization comprises around it self nearly 7000 Azerbaijani citizens who 
have become invalid in the battles for Garabagh .The organization has officially been registered in 1994.In the 
beginning of the 2001 some members of the organization went on hunger strike in order to make the government to 
increase its attention to the resolution of their social problems, but when they saw that none of the governmental 
structures don’t pay attention to their strike, they continued  strike making it  termless. After that the Government has 
prepared tens of television programs and has talked on behalf of the Garabagh invalids. There has been formed an 
idea in the society that the organizations members are  the victims of certain political trick and their strike conveys 
political, not social character. After it there were sounded some proposals on the television about closing down of The 
society of Garabagh invalids in different regions of the country and to form a new organization on the base of it. With 
the support of the local executive power organs there were organized meetings with the aim of to create a new 
organization and in March during the congress of the initiators held in Baki there were founded a new organization on 
the base of The Society of Garabagh Invalids: The Society of Garabagh War invalids and veterans and martyr 
families. . And on March 14, 2001 The Ministry of Justice has abolished the registration of the Society of Garabagh 
Invalids and has registered The Society of Garabagh War invalids and veterans  and martyr families.  
 

COOPERATION BETWEEN NGOS 
 
We can give an example a newly formed NGO forum as a unique cobweb in a larger composition (membership) 
where the NGOs are united together. This organization has been formed in 1998 and combines more than 262 
organizations. As a result of the efforts of forum there is held monthly meetings of NGOs and are offered all 
necessary facilities to form relations with governmental structures. Just as the result of the efforts of the forum the 
governmental structures have discussed the law of the Azerbaijan Republic “About the non-governmental 
organizations(social communities and funds)” together with NGOs and during the adoption of the law their views and 
proposals were considered. 
 
The forum has branches nearly in 5 regions in our republic. The majority of the forum members organizations are 
newly formed ones and which don’t  have time to any success in the society.  
 
The organizations entered the forum are the organizations mainly which need cooperation. But they see cooperation 
in unity and  in a coordination organ which could coordinate their relations and mostly in cooperation with 
governmental structures.  
First of all the organizations which  began their social activity more before the forum has different opinions on the 
management of  the forum. On the basis of  the divergence of opinion continued from the formation day of forum 
such organizations would like this cobweb to be coordination organ and horizontal management structure and they 
refuse f  to participate in its work. But the organizations united around the forum prefer a fixed management organ. 
For this reasons the organizations been known outside Azerbaijan and dealing with human rights and in democracy 
sphere don’t long for cooperation with the forum.  
 
The forum is convenient tribune for the newly formed organizations. The organizations which had been faced with 
the problems in financing and in finding partner, could find them after joining the forum. 
 
At the end of the year there were realized projects in the regions about  strengthening social activities of forum, on 
preparation of television programs  and on building NGO club and publication . 
 
Among the coordination cobwebs is a forum of NGOs FANGOM dealing with migration problems and which is a 
founder of more professional organizations. This organization has been formed in 1998 on the basis of principles of 
the Geneva Conference held in 1996 and the participants of the conference on CIS refugees and the organizations 
which are the members of working groups stand on the base of this cobweb. As in 2000 the members of the 
management board  and the director of the forum have not done any constructive step in coordinating the activities of 
NGOs at the end of the year the activity of the forum was under doubt. The activity  of  FANCOM  mainly is 
coordinated by the local humanitarian organization “Hayat”. The activity of FANGOM acting  in the base  of the 
Resource Center on migration which was created with the financial support of the International Organization on 
Migration was  not so attracting in 2000. Migration forum members have showed  weakness different from the NGO 
forum members in the discussion of joint problems  and so FANGOM could not play a s special role in a solution of 
any significant problems. In general, if NGO forum could build a base for the joint cooperation of NGOs, FANGOM  
on the contrary, was the reason to the argument between its members. Till today, the organizations of management 
board could not  build normal relations with each other .The members of the FANGOM mainly are the organizations 
benefiting from the small grant projects held in the frame of the Resource Center of “Hayat “ humanitarian 
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organization on migration. The organization has wandered away from its main objectives and has used its potentials 
to building relations with donors.  
 
The another coordination cobweb is a National Council of Azerbaijan Youth Organization founded in 1996. The 
National Council combines around itself 47 youth organizations. Being  founded acting mainly under the patronage of 
the Youth and Sport Ministry has become a full member of the Youth Forum of European Council and the Council 
members have been chosen to the other electoral organs of the cobweb. At the same time the second forum of the 
Youth has bee held in the Republican Palace and during those events the representatives from republican governance  
also participated.  
There also exist coordination cobwebs for the children organizations, and for the organizations dealing with the 
problems of women and medical problems which coordinate their activities by means of the information sessions held 
by ISAR.  
Looking through the activity of the coordination organs we may observe even if the Azerbaijan NGOs long for 
cooperation, they are not ready for equality cooperation. The  going of  monthly meetings of NGO forum again 
proves that the organizations combined around this cobweb still have not enough idea about the opportunities and 
directions of the third sector in Azerbaijan and the certain part of them propose to be financed by the government as 
they are not ready to act independently We may come to the following conclusion from all above said: 
 
1. All  principles of joint cooperation among NGOs are not fully prepared and the knowledge of organizations in 

this sphere is very low  
2. The absence of financial support and the competition in forming relations with donors cause obstacle to the 

equality cooperation.  
3. Their forming around just one person but not on the base of a unique ideology affects on the NGOs partner 

quality.                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 

THE INCENTIVES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE THIRD SECTOR IN 
AZERBAIJAN 

 
When systematizing the achievements of NGOs we must pay attention to one point that their success depends mostly 
on the general scope and sphere of influence of the programs held by them. During the conference held in 2001 by 
ISAR organization there were attracted the followings among the general achievements of NGOs  (We should 
mention that the organizations which ISAR cooporates are mainly the organizations dealing with social and 
ecological problems). 
 There was declared  a cleanness day of the Caspian Sea with the purpose of making the beaches clean and safety 

; 
 There were conducted art and vocational courses for the invalid children; 
 There has been prepared tourist programs with the purpose of ecological education of youth; 
 There has been  rendered  moral and financial assistance to the refugees and internally displaced persons; 
 The parents of the children diseased with talassemia have  united in order to improve the supply with drags and 

donors for them; 
 There were held festivals for the ethnic groups to preserve their culture; 
 There were conducted trainings for the citizens on the rights of consumers; and etc.    
 
The 2000 was very memorable for the NGOs with a great number of publications. The main role in financing the 
booklets prepared by NGOs play The Open Society Institute, Eurasia Foundation, The NGO and Resource Center of 
UNDP, ISAR organization and other such kind of organizations. 
 
In 2000 there were prepared memory booklets on the management of NGOs and on legislative matters concerning the 
NGOs and has been distributed free of charge. The booklets published by NGOs attract mainly a certain spheres of 
the society and strengthen their role in the society. The organizations which have shown activity in the publication of 
the booklets: 
“Inam” pluralism center, The Center for the help to the Democratic Elections, “Yeni Nesil” Journalists Union, 
Society for Humanitarian Research, Young Lawyers Association, The Fund for the development of Democracy, The 
Institute for Peace and Democracy and others 
 
From the beginning of the year the center for juridical help to NGOs began its activity with the help of mediation of 
Eurasia Foundation and with the finance of the USA Development Agency. During the activity of the center there 
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were prepared variety of booklets for the NGOs besides the useful consultations given to them. Those booklets 
embrace the legislative deeds concerning the NGOs.  
 
One of the main roles in the development of the NGOs was its participation in some governmental and significant 
cooperative programs. Therefore, the majority of organizations has been drown into the work of the Governmental 
Commission and has participated as a partner in the joint projects of the governmental  and international 
organizations: 
 
NGO forum management has been drowned into the fund for the social protection of internally displaced persons 
alongside the representatives of the government; 
 
With the support of the World Bank the representatives of the local NGOs also were enlisted to the Azerbaijan 
Development Portal (Internet project) alongside with the government and business structures and foreign 
organizations. To day some active NGOs gaining successes in information technology also joined to the activity of 
portal. Portal is implemented by the information resources center of president apparatus of the Azerbaijan Republic.  
 
NGO representatives were enlisted to the work of liberating Azerbaijani prisoners and hostages of war, to the work of 
the Governmental Commission in searching missing persons and in preparing the governmental program on poverty 
in Azerbaijan. They also participate in preparing reports on conventions and documentation Azerbaijan acceded. 
Naturally, the government draws into the work of preparation of those programs only those ones chosen by its own 
will. 
 
There was created Resource Center for NGOs during the preparation of the program against AIDS. NGOs succeeded 
the publication of posters and booklets and to holding some events in the frame of the resource center.  
 
There was created woman resource center attached to the cabinet of ministers with the aim of helping to the plan of 
measures of Beijing Conference held in 1995 on connecting the mechanism in solving the woman problems in 
Azerbaijan in the frame of UNDP. Every month there is held a meeting of woman organizations. The centers 
cooperate with the registered woman organizations. Today the number of such organizations has reached to 22.  
 
There was created National Agency in the frame of the program against mines in Azerbaijan. This agency 
implemented the work on searching and rendering harmless of mines. The project is leaded by local NGOs “Dayaq” 
Humanitarian Organization and “Eurasiapress”.  
 

FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO THE ACTIVITIES OF NGOS. 
 
There have been created some resource centers in our country which they have great opportunity to influence to the 
general development of the NGOs to a considerable extent. The main role  in the development of the third sector in 
Azerbaijan lies just on these centers. The resource and training centers which had given financial and technical 
support to the NGOs till 2000 were: the resource center of ISAR in Baki and Mingachevir cities, The NGO resource 
and training center of UNO, The resource center of Human rights organizations, The Computer and language courses 
center of Sores Foundation. There has been arrested centralization in financing and the projects of NGOs from this 
year. The organizations entered the  UNO structure (e.g.The High Commissioner of UNO on refugees and UNDP ) do 
the work of financing the project of NGOs via the NGO Resource and Training center of UNDP. There has been 
created Human Rights library in the Center for human rights protection where there are nearly 3 thousands of books 
on human rights, migration, conflictology, the management of NGOs and on international human rights problems.  
 
The main problems which ISAR organization has given a great attention in 2000 were in ecological and social 
spheres. The organization has founded a library and computer center for NGO use and has established bulletins 
information booklets which represent the activities of NGOs. The organization owns  grant program which consists of 
small, large and joint grant programs. During the last period ISAR has financed 49 small, 11 large, 14 joint grant 
programs and 9 trip projects. At the same time 16 technical support projects, and 5 joint project of Azerbaijan with 
Georgia also has been financed by ISAR organization. In general the amount of the grants this organization 
represented in 2000 was 150 000 US$. 
 
The organization ISAR distinguishes in Azerbaijan with its originality in building a specific work with NGOs to day. 
The main contingents  of this organization are the organizations dealing with social and ecological problems. And as 
the grants represented by the organization were intended just for the organizations working in this sphere, it has 
brought to the formation of innumerable organizations dealing with the ecological problems. But besides it would be 
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difficult to say that as such organizations are a lot of in our country, the ecology problem conveys superiority and this 
is just the sphere the organizations pay a great attention. The stimuli for the formation of this organizations were the 
grant projects represented by the organization. Especially the organizations which the organization cooperates in the 
regions begin their activity when the tender is announced and when the project ends they actually disappear. For 
example with the help of the ISAR organization there were created some organizations dealing with ecology 
problems in Shamaxi and Lenkeran cities and from the beginning of formation they were the winners of small grant 
programs. But lately in the result of the joint work of Human Rights Resource Center together with NGO forum in 
those regions has shown that the third sector in those cities have no information of the existence of those 
organizations.                                                                                                                                                                                                 
And of course, there is a scandal about misappropriation of the grant represented by ISAR in those regions  by the 
individuals who were responsible for those programs. 
 
The projects implemented by the NGOs in 2000 in certain meanings attracted just the certain directions of migration 
problems. There were financed 10 NGO projects in the frame of the Migration Resource Center(MRC) of Hayat 
Humanitarian organization. The project mainly reflects in itself the investigation of migration, migration and health 
spheres. The tender winner organizations had a meeting in Georgia, in Tbilisi. MRC project is already 3 years that 
been  implemented as a regional project in Azerbaijan, Georgia, and in Armenia with a financial help of IOM.  
In 2000 there also was implemented a project “Electronically legal aid to NGOs ”  by the Young Lawyers Union of 
Azerbaijan. The Union sends Azerbaijan laws to the NGOs  via e-mail to help them in building legislative base. 
The project on Internet Community Development in the Caucasus has begun to be implemented by the USA non-
governmental organization “Project Harmony” beginning from this year. The organization achieved cooperation  
utilizing the Internet technology opportunities of governmental, business and NGOs in Azerbaijan.  
Alongside the international donor organizations, the foreign organizations acting in Azerbaijan also had a great role in 
financing the projects implemented by NGOs on education, youth, and children. The organizations such as AGIP, 
AMEC, Azercell Telecom JV, BP Amoco, Coca-Cola, Chevron, Exxon, HSBC, McDonalds, Philip Morris, Statoil, 
and Caspian Motors also have participated in implementation of such kind of projects this year. 
 

THE REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF NGOS 
 
In 2000 there was observed an advancement in building the work of NGOs in the regions. From the beginning of the 
year the NGO forum has implemented a project with financial support of NGO resource and training center of UNO 
and World Bank. The project consisted of 3 parts. In first stage there were learned the  development process of NGOs 
in all the regions of Azerbaijan and they have met with the state and local authority organs, and with the 
representatives of active civic societies and political parties. Generally, 40 NGO representatives were fixed to and 
sent to the regions to learn fertile condition for forming NGOs there in future during 6 months and determined a 
proper addresses for the cooperation. In the second, November-December stage there were held trainings in 6 regions 
and there was begun the foundation work of resource and training centers for the NGOs in Ali-Bairamli, Qebele, 
Shemkir, Berde, Nakhchivan cities.  
 
Generally, the referendum held by NGO forum has changed the view on the development of the third sector in the 
regions of Azerbaijan. In the result of the referendum there was realized that there exist nearly 720 NGOs in the 
regions which were created independently and are the branch offices. Among them, 549 are  branch organizations, 
171 are independendently created ones. In general, 220 of them have officially been registered. 576 organizations 
deal with social and humanitarian problems, 33 with human rights and legislation problems, 26 organization with 
education and research problems. 
In the result of the investigation done by the Human Rights Resource Center in Quba-Xchmaz region there was 
realized that 51 public organization function there. The interesting point is that 36 of those organizations are those 
ones founded independently which mainly act as a cultural centers and social groups.  
 

THE FORMATION OF PUBLIC RELATIONS OF NGOS 
 
The activity of NGOs and their place in the Society has developed in 2000.So, as to results of the survey held by 
ISAR in 2000 only 7 percent of Azerbaijan people has an idea about the activities of NGOs and  the ones who were 
asked could name only concretely one NGO. Let’s pay attention that only a certain NGOs have outlet to the Mass 
media and have opportunity  to deal with the problems of different social groups of the population. On the June of 
2000 there was held NGO exhibition in Baki at the Palace of Hand Games for the first time in Azerbaijan with the 
help of ISAR organization. There were given announcements at the exhibition by TV, radio, and newspaper to attract 
the attention of the community .57 organizations had exhibited their activity and the programs implemented by them. 
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The main financial support to the event was by the USA development Agency, Norwegian companies and The Open 
society Institute. The representatives of hundreds of organizations foreign companies, embassies have joined to the 
work of the exhibition.  
 
The formation of public relations of organizations was carried on by the distribution of their press releases via mass- 
media. It is already two years that the bulletin of ISAR “NGO news” is being published in Azerbaijani, Russian, and 
English languages. Among  the regularly published bulletins we can give an example electronically distributed 
bulletins of the Human Rights Center “On human Rights”, “NGO News Digest” of the Society for Humanitarian 
research, “Democracy” bulletin of National Democracy Institute and others. To the list of the  recently regularly 
published bulletins  “NGO bulletin” of NGO forum, “Young Lawyer and anti corruption” bulletin published by the 
Young Lawyers Union of Azerbaijan also were added .At the same time, “Saniye” magazine is also published by the 
Information Agency Saniye.  
 
In January ISAR organization has organized a meeting of NGOs with the participation of the editors of leading 
radios, television and newspapers of Baki. In the meeting of there was discussed the matters on the distribution of the 
NGO news and formation of cooperation with them. The editors have advised to NGO representatives to  supply the 
information about their activities to the community regularly via press releases , meetings with the journalists and 
press conferences. 
 
There was prepared television program under the name “The third sector ”beginning from the January of 2001 in 
order to increase the social opinion on the role of national NGOs and their potential via mass media. The program is 
broadcasted two times in a month on the first program of the Azerbaijan National Television. The main aim of the 
program is to show the work experience of  local developed NGOs and  to give information to the public about newly 
formed NGOs.  
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF NGOS 
 
There is observed certain advancement in cooperation of the third sector in Azerbaijan with the organizations acting 
in foreign countries in 2000 than in recent years. First of all we should point out that in that period some 
organizations has longed for the membership to the international cobwebs and that has brought to the formation  of 
cooperation. The cooperation of Azerbaijan NGOs is more expanded this year. The consultative(advisory) 
membership status to the EKOSOS organization of UNO belongs only to the “Woman and Development “ Center. In 
May the colleagues of “Woman and Development” Center and “Society for Humanitarian Research” have 
participated in the Millennium  NGO Forum in the Head Assembly of UNO held in New York City and had formed 
cooperation with UNO structures.  
 Azerbaijan NGOs have participated in the measure held in Tbilisi related to the Formation of Internet Community 
in the Caucasus; 
 There was held the fifth assembly of  Helsinki Citizen Assembly and nearly 500 representatives from different 
regions of the world and also from Armenia and Mountainous Garabag .  
 
The NGOs dealing with this or that kind of migration problems has participated in the Geneva Conference in CIS 
countries. To day, nearly 20 NGO participates in 5 working group of the Geneva Conference.  
 
In certain meanings there were some progress in cooperation between Azerbaijan and Armenian NGOs. In the 
measures held in Baki and Armenia the organizations from both sides have participated. The cooperation projects 
between them are sponsored by  the donor organizations.   
 
The membership of NGOs to the international cobwebs: 
 Azerbaijan Free Consumers Union – was admitted to the International Consumers Union; 
 Azerbaijan Human Rights Center – was admitted to the Helsinki Federation with a colleague organization status; 
 Azerbaijan Trade Union of Journalists acceded to the IFEX network; 
 Some organizations acceded to the UNITED  network; 
 The National Council of the Youth Organizations has been admitted to the European Council Forum. 
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